Effects of acetonitrile on adsorption behavior of bovine serum albumin onto synthetic calcium hydroxyapatite particles.
The objective of this study was to examine the effects of acetonitrile (AN) on the adsorption behavior of bovine serum albumin (BSA) onto calcium hydroxyapatite [Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2 Ca10, Hap] materials by combining the ultraviolet (UV) and circular dichroism (CD) measurements of BSA solution. The structural change of BSA molecules with addition of AN was investigated by UV and CD spectroscopy measurements prior to studying adsorption behavior of BSA onto Hap. The CD spectra revealed that the fraction of alpha-helical content of BSA is remarkably decreased at AN concentrations above 30 vol.%, while beta-sheet content is increased. On the other hand, the percentages of random coil and turn contents were decreased only slightly. In addition to this secondary structural change of BSA, the UV spectra suggested that the tertiary structure of protein molecules was also changed by the addition of large amounts of AN; BSA molecules associate to form molecular aggregates at [AN]> or =40 vol.%. From the adsorption of BSA onto Hap particles (ca. 30 nm in the particle length) from a water-AN mixed solution, it was revealed that the adsorption behavior of BSA strongly depends on the change of secondary and tertiary structures of BSA by addition of AN. The contraction of BSA molecules at low AN concentrations (10-20 vol.%) gave their small cross-sectional area, providing a large amount of adsorption (n(BSA)), although n(BSA) was decreased above 30 vol.% AN by enlargement of BSA molecules with solvation and unfolding some alpha-helix domains. The n(BSA) values of the systems with AN exhibited a maximum; n(BSA) was increased at a lower BSA concentration region, although it was decreased at a higher BSA concentration due to self-association. Accompanying the change of n(BSA) with AN addition, the maxima of electrophoretic mobility (em) of the Hap particles were observed for the systems with AN, although the em of Hap particles was normally increased and saturated with increase in protein coverage for the native structure on the system without AN. On the other hand, because the aggregated BSA molecules could be cooperatively bound, the adsorption of BSA onto the Hap particles with large size (108 nm in the particle length) was enhanced in the presence of AN.